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In this paper X will denote a Banach space, C a closed bounded convex 
subset of X, and 1’ a mapping from C into C. Letting (Y > 0 and /I >:. 0, wc sa): 
T E L(a) if ‘i T(x) - T(y) 1 < CY ‘; x -- y I, for x,y E C and TG K(p) if 
I’ T(x) - T(y)11 < P(I1 x - T(x)!, + II Y - T(y)l:) for x, y E C. 
It is known [I, 21 that if X is a reflexive space with a normal structure and if 
TEL(~) or T E K(i.) then T has a fixed point. In [3] it was shown that if T EL(~) 
and X has a uniformly normal structure, then 1’has a fixed point. WC show her-c 
that if T E K(i) and X has a uniformly normal structure, then T has a unique 
fixed point. We also give some answers to the following question. Given that 
TEL(~) and/or T E K(p), what conditions must be placed on the space X, on the 
mapping ‘f, or on the numbers 0: and p to ensure that T has fixed point? 
A space X is said to have a uniformly normal structure if thcrc exists a 
number h E (0, 1) such that if C is a closed bounded convex subset of X, then 
there exists x,, E C such that sup{I1 x,, - y :I: y E C} < M(C), where S(C) denotes 
the diameter of the set C. 
‘I’IIE~REM 1. Tf C is a closed bounded convex subset of a Ranack space X, I’: 
C - C, T E K( 4) and X has a uniformly normal structure, then T has a unique 
jixed point. 
Proof. Since X has a uniformly normal structure, them exists IL E (0, 1) 
such that P : -= {x E C: ,, x - T(x):: < hS(C)} # 0. Let Cl = cl co[7’(P)], whcrc 
cl co[T(P)] denotes the closed convex hull of T(P). We shall show that 
cl co[T(P)] c‘ P, hence T: C, - C, , S(C,) < hS(C), thcrc exist [CR> a decreas- 
ing sequence of closed convex T invariant subsets of C such that S(Cn) :.< h%(C) 
for each n, and thcrcfore T has a fixed point. To see that cl co[T(P)] C P let 
z E cl co[T(P)]. Then there exists a sequence (z,~} in co[‘l’(P)] so z,, --+ Z, 
z, = xi* 1 zxnz7’(z,,,), z,,~ E P, Ll OL,~< 7=1, and 0 < a:,({ . Then 
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Therelore 3 --. T(z)11 < /d(C) and u” E P. Since 1’~ K(i), then ?’ can !ravc AI 
most one fixed point. 
fhmI3: 3. If C is a closed bounded conze.x subset oj 1:“, T: C --+ C ami 
‘1’ c K(/l) with 3 < I, the-n T has a unique jiaed point. 
Aoof. IA3 H --- {x E c: ‘I’(x) > r}, S :=: {x E C: T(s) < .rj and I; .y-- (s t- C’: 
T(X) -- x]. Since C 1 [a, b] and 7’: C + C, then a c .!I iiF and b E S uF. 
We shall show that if F ,G , then T $ K(F) for /3 < 1. Suppose F : :: 2 ; then 
since B and S are not both closed, there exists a number p in (say) R that is a 
limit point of S. Then them exists a scqucncc {.yi) in S so X, --f p as i -, x. IA 
d .-.A 7’(p) --- p; now if .X~ E (p - d, p -I d), then 7’(xi) < IL’, <p -j. d =. T(p), 
thus 
7’(p) --- T(Xi)l _ ..____ .~ T(p) -. p - p -- xi -;- xi -- T(+) --, , 
-’ p - T(p), .j 1 xi - T@)/ == ----@jjT $:b,:T(xi)--- 
as I F YJ and hcncc T $ K(p) for /3 < 1. If S contains a iimit point of 13, then a 
similar argument can bc used. 
‘I’he following example shows that ‘Theorcm 2 can not be improwd by Wing 
s -c: 1 . 
Ex~wr.e 1. Dcfmc T: [0, I] + [0, I] as follows: 
T(x) -. “Y -7 4 if 0 < s :+ ; and x is rational 
.-- 1 if o<s<: and .X is irrational 
1 z”y.--;, if -;- :< x 5 1 and s is rational 
I- 0 it i < .Y < 1 anti x is irrational. 
7’ IS orbitall! continuous but is not continuous at an!; point. Also, T is an elcmcm 
of K(l) and ‘f’ has no fixed point. 
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‘The following example shows that Theorem 2 cannot bc extended to an 
arbitrary nanach space. 
EXAMPLE 3. I,et X = co, C {{xi} E cO: 0 < si < I} and M denotes a 
positive integer grcatcr or equal to 3. If .E - (xi) E-C then them exists Nz, 
the first positiw integer such that x.,,,~ < I,k. Define Yr,,: C --+ C as follows: 
7’,((xi}) = {y<>, whcrc yi = .yi for i :/ N, and yN =: I. Now T,,, has no fixed 
point, is an element of K(.A. 1. 1/2(nz - 1)) and is n;t an clement of I,(N). since T 
is not continuous. 
If TEI,(l)and T: C- C there exists {x,,), a sequence of points of C such that 
:I .y, - T(x,,)” - 0. ‘I’hus: 
TI-WOKICY 3. If C is a closed bounded convex subset of a Banuch space, 
T: C + C, T E I,( 1) and T E K(p), then T has a unique fixed point. 
Sext WC‘ have a companion theorem to ‘I’hcorem 3. 
‘I’IIEOREM 4. If C is a closed bounded conaex subset of a Banach space, 
7‘: C + C, T 5 K(1) and 7’ E L(r), then 7’ has a unique jixed point. 
Proof. We may assume that 0 E C and 0: I.> 1. Since (1 /!IY) ‘1’ FI L( I) then for 
each positive integer rz there exists a point x,, E C such that 
n.:: I N -- .1 T(x,) x,, . 
Thus !I x, 11 < S(C)/, and hence 
1,et lz denote a number in ((a -- 1)/a, I); then there exists a positive integer n 
such that s,, E (x E C: s - T(x)11 L< M(C)} = I’. Proceeding as in the proof 
of Theorem I, we see that T has a unique fixed point. 
Thcorcms 3 and 4 cannot bc cxtcnded to a complete metric space, since, if M 
is a metric space with the discrete metric, then any mapping with no fixed 
point is both an element of K(i) and an element of L( 1). 
If T: C ,+ C we sa!; that T is orbitall~- continuous if x E C and [‘P(X)) -+ p 
then {T(T”‘$x))} --+ T(p). 
Trtnoru:~I 5. If C is a closed hounded convex subset of a Banarh space 
S, T: C-> C and either Y’cI,(l) or TE K(i) and is orbitally contimous. then T 
has a fixedpoint if ad only if there esists a closed comes T incnriant sabset C+ oj. C 
that does not contain a closed II’ inaariant proper subset. 
Proof. suppos’ 7’ E I>( 1 ), c* is a minimal closed 7‘ invariant set, and 7’ 
does not have a fixed point in C’%. Since T dots not have a fised point then for 
.t c’ C”, 0 < j] x ---. ‘I’(X)’ . Since inf(’ .X -- T(.L”)~]: s F C*} :: 0, there exist 
sr , -~a c- C3 such that I. .rr - ?‘(.Q);; < ,’ .x2 - T(q), . Let M :: (s E C>:: 
1 .x - T(x)ji :;: :j s1 7*(x,): >; thus J/I is a closed T invariant proper subset of C’“. 
Contradiction of C” being minimal closed 7’ invariant set. Therefore T has a 
iixcd point in C*. 
Suppose TE IX(,), ?’ is orbitally continuous, C” is a minimal closed 7’ 
invariant set, and 7’ has no fixed point in C”. Since 7’ has no fixed point in (1.’ 
then Ci’ has more than one point. Let x,, c C” and .-I (x0) u (‘P(s,): ?E c: X.1. 
Now T: d + :I, and since T is orbitally continuous, then ‘I’: cl A ---z cl .~l. Thus 
cl A == C” and hence C* is separable. Since 7’~ k’(i) and C-: is a convex 
minimal closed 1’ invariant subset of C, then x E C* implies ,: x - l’(x),: .: 8 : 
S(P). Kow, using an argument similar to the proof of ‘I’heorcm 2 [S], let .1f 
denote a maximal subset of C* such that X, ~1 E ;lI implies : s -- y I = S. C” 
separable implies :I2 is countable, thus ;Vf = (nz,: i c %. I;. Since C’: is con\:cx and 
closed, then 
‘I’hus 
lvhich implies 
and hence 
Since our supposition leads to a contradiction, then 7’ jlas a fiseti point in c:-‘. 
Wang has shown [7] that if T c- K(q) ’ dn is continuous along line scgmcnts. d 
the set C* in Theorem 5 need only hc a minimal closed convex T invariant suhsrt 
of C to ensure that ‘I’ has a fixed point in C. The following examp!c shoxvs this is 
not the case for T E K(i) and orbitally continuous. 
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EXAMPLE 4. Let S denote an uncountable set, X the Hilbcrt space P(S) 
renormed, as in [8], with the equivalent norm, for f c X 
For s E S let fs: S + R denote the characteristic function of {s} and 
c = cl co{fs: sE S). 
Now ifs f s’, then llfs - fg I’ = 1, and thus S(C) -: 1. Since S is uncountable, 
if f E C then . 
sz, = {f> u {fg jf -fs’l y-- l> 
is infinite. Thus if F: C’+ C, where for each f E C, F(f) E :Vf - {f}, then F 
is K(i) and F has no fixed point in C. 
We now show the cxistcnce of a mapping P: C + C such that FE K(J), F 
is orbitally continuous and F has no fixed point in C: 
I,et Z = ((A, 1’): A C C, T: A + A such that if f E A then /If - T(f),1 = 1 
and there exist :Vf E Z.- such that 12, m > A), PZ + nz, implies ‘1 T”(f) - T”‘(f) I 
= I}. 
Now Z + ,D and is partially ordcrcd by < where (A, 1’) < (A’, T’) means 
A C A’ and I’C T’. The clement (&I,, UTD) is an uppoer bound of the chain 
{(A” , T,): ,B E B}; thus by Zorn’s lemma there exists (M, Y’,) a maximal element 
of %. The mapping T,* is K($-), orbitally continuous, and has no fixed point in 114, 
and thus we need only show that M = C. 
Suppose M :+ C; then them existsf, E C - M. Define a function Gas follows: 
(i) if there exists f E M such that II f - fO !I = 1 then define G = ((f,, , f )>, 
(ii) if them does not existf c: M such that ; f - fO 1’ = 1, then let G denote 
any mapping from al,, into Mf, with no fixed point. 
Sow (A!I”, 7”) = (;I,2 u domain(G), T,,:,, u G) E 2, (M, YY,,,) < (M’, T’), and 
(:1/1, T,,) # (JS’, T’), contradicting (M, T,) a maximal clement. Thus M = C. 
The requirement, in Theorem 5, that C* bc convex and T be orbitally con- 
tinuous can be dropped if 7’ satisfies a slightly stronger condition that L(1) or 
K(i). 
THEOREM 6. If C is a closed bounded comex subset of a Banach space X, 1’: 
c-c such that II T(x) - T(y)!’ < ;I .x - y 1, for x, y E C and x J- y, OY 
j; T(x) -- T(y)!, < -$(!! Y -- T(x)l! -L “y - T(y)ll) for x, y E C and x + y, then T 
has a jised point if and only if there exist C* a minimal closed T invariant subset 
of C. \ 
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PNK$ Suppose 1’ dots not have a fixed point in C”. Then for each .w i.= /JL’ -< , 
Y + ‘f’(x) and II T(x) - P(x)li < ‘1 .X - T(x)jj for tither type of mapping. Let 
X” E c* and M = (X E C*: /) x - T(x)j, < 11 T(q)) - T’(.Q/l < /, X” -.- T(.x,)il). 
If :I T(X) - T(y);: < 1; x - y j; , x -/: y, then 1’: Al -> ,Vl and J/i is a closed 
proper subset of C*. If ,I T(x) - T(y)!] < ’ x -.- T(x),i/2 -:- ,: y - T(y)j 12, 
.x 7~ y, then I’: cl T(M) -• cl r(M), where cl T(AZ) is a proper subset of C* 
These contradictions mean T must have a fixed point in C*. 
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